
Dunkin' for Density 

 

Name: _________________________________     Date______  
 

Objectives:  

• to cause a canister to JUST BARELY FLOAT in water, achieving  

 a density as close to 0.999 g/cm3 as possible 

• to cause a canister to JUST BARELY SINK in water, achieving  

 a density as close to 1.001 g/cm3 as possible 

• to cause a canister to SUSPEND/HOVER in water, achieving  

 a density EQUAL to 1.000 g/cm3  

• to use lab data to approximate the density of water  

• to use the formula density = mass/volume  

 

Materials:  

• Triple Beam Balance  

• empty film canisters per group  

• small plastic bucket filled with water (or large beakers)  

• small objects of various masses (marbles, paper clips, pennies, etc.) 

• large graduated cylinder 

-spill beaker and ruler 

 

Procedure Part 1:  

1.  Determine the volume of the empty film canister. 

2. Using the materials at your desk, modify the film canisters so that it will remain suspended in the middle of 

a tub of tap water.  

3. Place the canister in the bucket and try to make the canister remain suspended.  

4. If it suspends for 10 seconds, tell your teacher.  Measure and record the mass and calculate the density of 

the suspended canister.  Enter the data in the appropriate spot in the data table.  

5. If the canister did not suspend, but floated, try to increase its mass so that it just barely floats, achieving a 

density as close to 0.999 as possible.  Measure and record the mass and calculate the density of the 

floating canister.  Enter the data in the appropriate spot in the data table.  

6. If the canister did not suspend, but sank, try to decrease its mass so that it just barely sinks, achieving a 

density as close to 1.001 as possible.  Measure and record the mass and calculate the density of the 

sinking canister.  Enter the data in the appropriate spot in the data table.  

   

DATA TABLE 

CANISTER MASS – 

GRAMS 

VOLUME – 

CM3 

DENSITY- 

G/CM3 

TIME 

SUSPENDED 

SUSPENDED – 

NEITHER SINKS 

NOR FLOATS 

    

FLOATING 

CANISTER 

    

SINKING 

CANISTER 

    

 

 

 



Analysis and Results:  

 

1. Did the mass of the canister change at all? Explain.  

 

              

              

              

              

              

         

 

 

 

2. Did the volume of the film canister change at all? Explain.        
              

              

              

              

              

               

 

3. What caused each canister to stay at their level in the water? Explain what caused the canisters to float, sink, or 

suspend using the term density.  

              

              

              

              

              

               

 

 

4. If the density of water was unknown, how could this lab be used to determine that the density of water is really 

1.000 g/cm3?  

              

              

              

              

              

               

 

 

Conclusion: 2-3 sentences on what you learned.  

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              
               


